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MASSES CONSIDER MOVEMENTAbout 4,000 University of
California students attend Free Speech Movement rally in Sproul
Hall Plaza at noon yesterday. The mood of the crowd was serious
and attentive as FSM leaders and student body officers argued
for and against the FSM-organized sit-in.

’Free Speech’ Sit-In
Staged by 1,200 at Cal
slARILYN BELL
BERKELEY About 1,200 University of California students filed
quietly into Sproul Hall yesterday
afternoon in protest of adminiistration disciplinary action against
the Free Speech Movement,
(FSM).
They were led by folksinger
Joan Baez and Mario Savio, FSM
leader, singing "We Shall Overcome," as they moved into the
central administration building.
FSM spokesmen said the sit-in
will last until Chancellor Edward
W. Strong meets student demands.
Jack Weinberg, FSM leader, asked
students not participating in the
sit-in to supply food, cigarettes and
money to the demonstrators. Weinberg also said that Freedom
Schools will be conducted in Sproul
Hall during the sit-in. He requested faculty members and
steaching assistants Who are
knowledgeable on the First and
Fourteenth Amendments to volunteer instruction.
The sit-in followed a noon hour
rally in Sproul Hall Plaza attended
by approximately 4,000 students.
FSM leaders, and the Associated
Students of the University of California (ASUC) leaders addressed
the students.
Charlie Powell, ASUC president,
begged students to reconsider the
proposed demonstration and reminded them that the ASUC Senate was doing its best to settle the
controversy. The senate is the
undergraduate st udcnt council.
Powell was hissed by supporters of
FSM. Savio described him as the
strike breaker, while FSM supporters cried, "scab!" and "fink!"
Randy Paule, FSM supporter on

Door Decoration
Contest Still Open
Tomorrow is the deadline for
entries in this year’s AWS-sponsored Christmas door decorations
contest.
"Universal Yuletide" is the
theme of the contest, which is
open to all approved women’s living centers.
Judging will take place at noon
Thursday, Dec. 10. Trophies for
first, second and third places will
be awarded.

the ASUC Senate, told the rally
that he did not "sell out FSM" and
vote against FSM activities in a
recent Senate action, as reported
in the Daily Californian.
About 40 students, teaching assistants and non-students formed
a picket line in front of Sproul
Hall in a sympathy strike against
the administration. They carried
placards bearing such slogans as:
"I am a Cal Student; Do Not Bend,
Spindle or Tear," "We Shall Overcome Strong," and "Does Strong
Have a Strong Mind?"
According to FSM spokesmen
the graduate coordinating council
of FSM is planning to strike in the
near future. Specifics have not
been publicized but FSM hopes to
earn wide support from the students.
Administratice office in Sproul
Hall were closed after the sit-in
began. Administrators were not
available for comment.

A $20-50 student fee increase at
all state colleges, including SJS,
may go into effect next fall to
pay for a dramatic new health
services plan of the Chancellor’s
office.
Bob Pisano. ASH president, revealed to Student Council yesterday afternoon that the plan will
be deliberated by a joint Educational -Finance Committee of the
trustees this afternoon at 1 p.m. in
Sacramento.
Pisano said he will appear before the committee as president
of California State College Student President’s Association
(CSCSPA).
He plans to present a statement
to the trustee’s committee on behalf of CSCSPA and the 200,000
state college students.
Recommendations of this committee toward the plan will he presented to the trustees Friday, a
meeting at which Pisano also plans
to represent CSCSPA.
The revolutionary new plan basically urges a thorough upgrading
of health services throughout the
state colleges. Students would pay
the program’s entire cost.
All students, regardless of their
number of units, would be assessed
next year a mandatory $20-25
health fee, in addition to the fees
they now pay.
In addition, all students in college approved housing would pay
an extra $20-30 per year for supplementary health services.
The supplementary fee would
not be charged students living in

ASB-Vpen End’ Pact?
Council Studies Proposal
A proposal to undertake the responsibility of sponsoring the Student -Faculty Open End is being
considered by Student Council.
Representatives will participate
as panel members in the semes-

Trends in Eastern
Europe Discussed
Today by Dr. Szalai
"New Patterns in the Communist Countries of Eastern Europe" will be explained by Dr.
Alexander Szalai, professor of
sociology at the liniversity of
Veszpren, Hungary, today at 1:30
p.m. in S112.
The economics of certain Communist countries in Eastern Europe will be considered by Dr.
Szalai in his talk. Such topics as
relative economic efficiency, centralization vs. decentralization,
concepts of the socialist "business
firm," "socio-economic status" and
new trends in economic planning
will be covered.

legislature seeking establishment
of an interim committee to investigate the matter is possible.
Dr. Theodore Norton, assistant
professor of political science, stated, "While the Master Plan has
done SJS a lot of good, we may
have outgrown it."
He believes the studies will lead
In the long run (6 to 8 years) to
"junking" of the Master Plan to
facilitate further growth at SJS.
Dr. Frederic A. Weed, head of
the SJS Political Science Department, indicated that if the ACSCP
conducts the study on its own, Its
recommendations will be presented
to the general public, and possibly
action by the state legislature will
be requested.
ACSCP expressed dissatisfaction
with the Coordinating Council at
its Nov. 17 semiannual meeting
In San Francisco.

By SUE WADE
The present structure of the
academic areas and divisions at
SJS may be changed to one of the
proposed plans presented to the
faculty and staff by the Committee on Faculty and Staff Affairs
at a recent meeting.
The present academic structure
consists of a Graduate Division
and the Divisions of Business, Education, Humanities and Arts, Sci-

The $150 million budget, approved by the Board of Trustees of
the California State Colleges at
their last meeting in Los Angeles,
Is now subject to increase.
The Trustees may decide to request faculty salary raises and
an educational television program
at their meeting at Sacramento
State College today and tomorrow.
The State Colleges’ actua I
spending program is higher than
the State supported budget which
has been estimated at about $171
million for next year. One source
of income comes from student
fees.
These are estimated at about
$14 million for next year. Some
of the fees are spent for health,
testing, counseling, and job placement services that are considered
unrelated to instruction and therefore student financed. Only about
$4 million from fees is spent on
instruction.
The Trustees will report and
give proposals considering Student Health Services. If extra
services are added, students may
be required to pay additional fees.

Greeks To Display
Talent Saturday

ences and Applied Arts and Engineering. The Area of Natural Science is now part of the Division of
Sciences and Applied Arts and the
Area of Social Science is part of
the Division of Humanities and
Arts.
The proposed reorganization
plans vary in the number of
schools, ranging from six to 10,
created by the different plans.
Each of the plans contains the
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Trustees
Meet Today

ter’s second Open End tomorrow
at 7 p.m. in Cafeteria A and B
to discuss issues pertaining to the
role of student government.
The plan to incorporate Open
End into the ASH structure is
now under study by Council’s
Campus Policy Committee,
Bob Pisano, ASH president, and
Gene Lokey, junior representative, originated the proposal during a period of informal discussions earlier this semester.
Council’s purpose in underwrtiing Open End is to provide the
organization needed to assure its
continuation.
Such problems as lack of time,
funds, coordination and publicity
would be solved by instating Open
End as a working committee of
the ASB, according to the plan’s
proponents.
A stipulation by the present
voluntary Steering Committee of
Open End has been made that
should the ASH assume control of
Color, comedy and music preorganization, independence must
be maintained in choosing topics sented by eight fraternities and
and panel members without con- sororities will highlight the 13th
annual All -Greek Show Saturday.
sulting Council.
7.30 p.m. in the San Jose Civic
Auditorium.
Sponsored by Theta Chi fraternity, Greek Show will also present
Shirley and Lee, a rock and roll
group, and the Theta Chi Red
Established to take policy de- Horde band.
Tickets are 50 cents and may be
cisions out of the political realm,
ACSCP has stated it believes vest- purchased either in the Student
ed interest three member groups Affairs Business Office or at the
from the University, the state door, according to Randy Herrick,
colleges, private colleges and jun- Greek Show chairman.
The show is open to the public.
ior colleges dominate the three
public members appointed by the
Foreign Program
governor.
Arguments for combining state Offers College Units
colleges with the University. acProf. Frank Nelson, California
cording to the ACSCP, include the State College at Long Beach will
possibility of less competition in be on campus today in E0433 at
locating campus sites, attracting 3:30 p.m. to discuss the third Inable students, and possible im- ternational Summer Session at the
provement of state college pro- University of Uppsala in Sweden.
Six units may be earned in hisgrams if the University had some
responsibility for them.
tory, social studies, literature and
ACSCP argument against com- Swedish by students who have
bining points out the University completed one college year,
Dr. Joachim Stenzel, associate
could want state colleges relegated to a "community service professor of foreign languages, in
function," and designed primarily N4A has further information about
the session.
for the leas able student.

Cal, Col leges To Merge?
Studies of the feasibility of
merging the California State Colleges with the University of California into a single State University System are planned by
the Executive Committee of the
Association of California State
College Professors (ACSCP).
Reorganization of the Coordinating Council for Higher Education, set up under California’s
"Master Plan tor Higher Edit cation" and dealing with planning
of new colleges and additions to
current ones also is under consideration.
ACSCP Executive Secretary Dr.
Ross Y. Koen told Spartan Daily
’ruesday that "concrete decisions
on the committee’s study methods"
would be made at the group’s
next meeting, Dec. 28 and 29.
Dr. Koen said a proposal by the
Executive Committee to the state

unapproved housing, according to
the Chancellor’s proposal.
Finally, in 1966-67 s tuden ts
would also be charged an additional, as yet undetermined,
amount for all new capital outlay,
such as buildings and equipment,
for the increased health program.
Pisano emphasized that all estimated student costs under the
proposal would probably rise each
year as the health program becomes more expensive and extensive.
The new report’s basic thesis of
complete student support is in direct contrast to the CSCSPA’s
health services recommendation,
Pisano declared.
The CSCSPA plan urges a joint
state-student health program that
would considerably lessen the financial burden on students.
SJS, he told Council, is not expected to materially benefit from
the new proposal, since SJS health
services are at a maximum level.
In effect, he concluded, SJS students would be paying for the improvements of health services in
other state colleges.
Pisano said he could give no indication of trustee sentiment concerning the proposal. "It may be
passed, rejected, or revised."

Photo by Paul Sequeira
FIRST KLATCHStudent Council held ifs first weekly coffee
klatch yesterday afternoon. About half a dozen students came
for free ASB coffee and cookies and to talk with officials such
as Bob Pisano, ASB president, left, and Marilyn Cox, senior
representative, right.

Latin American Relations
Discussed by Dr. Flores
By BILL BLOW
Predicting increased tensions fcr
Latin America, Dr. Edmund o
Flores, professor of agricultural
economics at National University
of Mexico, expressed the belief
yesterday morning that U.S. State
Department policies can determine
whether states there will follow
the example of Mexico or that of
Communist-oriented Cuba.
While rapid development in
Mexico during the last 30 years
has brought that country "a new
feeling of dignity, a cultural Renaissance," Dr. Flores sees the need
to extinguish the "very bad public
administration" that exists in
underdeveloped countries.
"Land reform requires taking
the land and not paying for it immediately, if ever."
He told his Concert Hall audience that land reform was a problem of "redistribution" rather than
one of "efficiency." Because of its
revolutionary manner it is not ap-

proved eagerly by the people.
While the speak er termed
America’s Alliance for Progress as
being "sincere" and a step in the
right direction, he also called it
"a fiasco" because Latin American
countries, not adequately prepared,
took a "who cares" attitude because it was "only A nue r ic an
money."
To Dr. Flores, propaganda from
the United Nations, Communist
sources and the Voice of America
are "very boring."
"Strawberry shortcake ads in
The Saturday Evening Post are
very subversive things when you
are eating only potatoes with a
little dirt."
Pointing out the $20 billion the
U.S. gave Mexico to "save her
from Communist -type revolutions,"
Latin American diplomats were described as "only fooling themselves" when they say revolutions
have not had a great impact in
development.

World Wire
PERON ATTEMPTS RET ’RN TO AIU.ENTINA
RIO DE JANEIRO (UPI )Biazilian army officers seized former
Argentine strong man Juan D. Peron yesterday when he arrived here
on a surprise flight from Madrid in a daring attempt to return to
Argentina.
Peron was taken into custody when his airliner arrived in Rio,
and Brazilian officials ordered him to return to Spain.
The Iberia DC8 airliner on which Peron arrived was ordered held
on the ground. It was bound for Uruguay but military officials said
It would be permitted to take off only for a return flight to Madrid,
SOVIET SPACE CRAFT MAY BE IN TROUBLE
MOSCOW (UPI IThe Soviet Union has maintained silence about
Its "Zond 2" space craft, leading to speculation the Russian Mars
probe may have run into trouble.
The Russians launched Zond 2 on Monday, apparently as their
entry in the race to Mars against the United States.
But the launch was not disclosed publicly until Tuesday and
shortly after the first announcement the official Soviet news agency
Tess said Zond 2 had lost half its planned supply of power.
Zond 2 was reported 25.000 miles away from earth. There has
been no official progress report since then.
GUERRILLAS STRIKE SOUTH VIET NAM
SAIGON (UPDCommunist guerrillas, swarming from mountain jungles in battalion strength, overran and terrorized a major
Vietnamese district capital 101 miles northeast of Saigon, U.S. military sources said yesterday.

Schools of Business, Education,
Engineering and Graduate School,
which would not vary from the
present divisions.
PROPOSALS
Plan A. recommended by an ad
hoc committee, includes the
Schools of Letters, Social Sciences,
Applied Sciences, Fine Arts and
Natural Sciences. Those departments now under the Division of
Humanities and Arts would be divided between the Schools of Letters, Fine Arts and Social Sciences.
The Departments of Journalism
and Advertising and Law Enforcement would also be part of the
School of Social Sciences, The
Department of Mathematics would
be placed with the departments
now in the Area of Natural Sciences and become part of the
School of Natural Sciences.
CRITICISM
The major criticism of Plan B,
which would create six schools,
was that 20 departments would be
part of the School of Arts and
Sciences. This would mean that
the dean of this school would have
a faculty of more than 500.
Plan C would create eight
schools. Those which would differ
from our present structure would
be the Schools of Letters and Arts,
Social Sciences, Natural Sciences
and Mathematics and Applied Arts
and Sciences.
The Schools of Letters, Social
Sciences, Applied Arts, Fine Arts,
Natural Sciences and Mathematics
and Health and P.E. would be part
of the 10 schools in Plan D.
Plan E would create seven
schools. Changes from the present
system would come in the Schools
of Liberal Arts, Sciences and Applied Arts.
NEW AREAS?
Dean Robert Moore, Division of
Sciences and Applied Arts, presented a plan which would create
a School of Social and Behavioral
Science, The Area of Social Science and the Department of Psychology would oe part orthis
school. The School of Natural Sciences would consist of the Area of
Natural Sciences; the School of
Applied Sciences and Professions
would consist of the departments
now under the Division of Sciences
and Applied Arts, not including
the Area of Natural Sciences or
the Department of Mathematics.
The School of Arts and Letters
would consist of some of the departments now under the Division
of Humanities and Arts and the
Department of Mathematics.
One of these plans may be selected by the Committee. However, the final plan which is approved by the Chancellor’s Office
may be different from any of
the proposed plans.

Conference Topics
Include Entrance,
Transferable Units
College entrance requirements
and transferable units from junior
colleges were among the topics
discussed at the all -day articulation conference held Tuesday on
the SJS campus.
Administration policies were discussed in the morning session. Controversy arose when it was announced that the American College Testing Program (ACT) college entrance test for next fall
would be given Feb. 20, 1965. Some
high school administrators said
they feel that this date is too late.
since the filing period for applications for next fall is between Feb.
15 and April 15.
Department heads from SJS discussed the problem of junior college transfer classes in the afternoon session. Some classes offered
on the lower division level at junior colleges are offered as upper
division classes at SJS. Attempts
are being made to make the
courses equivalent.

Cal Drops J ournalism
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Undergraduates at the Uniersity of California, Berkeley,
no longer will be able to major
in journalism, It was disclosed
Tuesday.
William B. Fretter, dean of
the College of Letters and Sciences, confirmed that the major
has been dropped from the list
of authorized majors.
"We didn’t feel that it qualified either as letters or as science," he explained.
Chairman Charles Holten of
the U.C. Journalism Department told Spartan Daily yesterday that courses in journalism Still would be offered and
juniors and seniors in journalism would be allowed to complete their majors.

CI-IARLES
?

by charlie jowl feature editor

With the passing of the Thanksgiving holiday, let us turn from
times of reverence and thanks, symbolized by November harvests
and roasting fowl. Let us divert our attention to more capitalistic
ideals. I speak, of course, of the forthcoming holiday season.
Christmas comes but once a year, and this year it seems it
keeps coming and coming. The arrival of the 25th of this month
has been imminent since Halloween, when some department stores
opened their holiday card sections and Toylands.
Stores used to procrastinate until the end of the Thanksgiving
season to begin carrying on Christmas sale campaigns. Now we
must shop early for the holidays- avoid the Fourth of July rush
and end -of-the-summer sales and begin shopping In the spring.
This season used to be symbolized by a stocking hanging by
a roaring fire, a decorated tree surrounded by presents, or a jolly
fat man with a rumbling laugh.
Now what do we think about? The treelet’s see . . . $1.50
a foot; they cost more if they’re sprayed; and those aluminum tree,
look nifty . .
have to get a 12-foot tall revolving one with
colored lights to outdo the McCords on the corner.
Needless to say, the gift situation has got completely out of
of hand. "It’s the thought that counts." Don’t believe it! It’s the
size that counts, the cost that counts, the store that counts (one
point for Sears, two points for Macy’s, three points for Roos-Atkins,
etc.). Gifts get bigger and better with each succeeding year as
holiday givers try to outdo fellow holiday givers.
Even the old stand-by, Santa, the ex-symbol of happiness, has
got into the act. He used to be psychologically good for youngsters
give them something to dream and hope for. Now he has become
a part of the world of realism. Hardly anybody believes in Santa
anymore, and those who do must suffer the trauma of not getting
what they want. Serves them right. Anybody knows that with the
population explosion, Santa can’t afford to give everybody what
he wants.
Now instead of being connected with the spirit of the season,
he becomes an advertising gimmick like Mickey Mantle or Jimmy
Brown. Santa doesn’t say "What do you want for Christmas?" anymore. Now he says "Get Mold," so we should go out and get Mold.
Stores and sales clerks, money and depleted bank accountsthese are the new symbols of Christmas. The situation grows worse.
Now by the time we get through the buying, wrapping, distributing
rat-race that annually brightens the end of the year. we might be
too tired to make it to church on Christmas Day.

Dr. Pitchford Talks on ’The Deputy’
"Pope Pius XII made the
wrong decision in not making a
statement about the destruction
of the Jews during World War
II," described Dr. Henry G.
Pitchford. assistant professor of
sociology in yesterday’s book
talk.
The statement was based on
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old life insurance company
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Not stodgy, though. The
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in the last ten years is a
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with competitive rates.
The sales force speaks
quality, too. They’re wellinformed in the professional approach to life
insurance programming.
Many of them began their
sales careers on college
and university campuses
in the Company’s internship program for students.
If you like the idea of a
quality conipany, a quality
training program, and
quality productsand if
you think you’d be interested in looking into a
career before graduation
get in touch.

Be. RoicMuth C.L.U. ’57
Manager

the theme of "The Deputy,"
written by Rolf Hochhuth and
reviewed yesterday.
Throughout the book Hochhuth satirizes and rejects the
Pope’s complacency of the mass
persecution of the Jews during
the war.
Dr. Pitchford says that the
Catholic Church is not being
used as a scapegoat in the book,
because Hochhuth also believes
the Protestant Church failed in
Germany to take a stand.
In "The Deputy," Hochhuth
cites actual utterances of the
Pope, according to Dr. Pitchford.
In the book, the deputy is not
the Pope but Father Fontana.
"It is through him that a statement of the state of the Jews
is made by the Pope."
"I think the publication is
good because it speaks out on
moral issues," said Dr. Pitchford. "’The Deputy’ reminds
us of the duties of all Catholics."
Dr. Pitchford has been on the
SJS facatty since 1963. He was
graduated from Auburn University where he received his BS.
In 1948, his MS. from Syracuse in 1950, his M.A. from
Denver in 1958 and his Ph.D.
from Emory University in 1960

Warden To Speak
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Accuracy of ’List’
Probed by Student
Editor:
There are very few issues that
one can call either black or
white. Inherent in the "Tower
List" Is such an issue. I feel that
a student should consider both
sides and then make his decision.
Among other students and in the
"Spartan Daily" I have heard
voices of praise, but I have heard
very few questioning or condemning this "effort" of Tau
Delta Phi.
I have no quarrel with those
who say that this list is in many
ways beneficial to the student.
If accurate and objective the
student is helped in his selection
of instructors when indeed he
has a choice. This selection would
prevent the spending of an abortive semester with the wrong
teacher. Selection of easy or difficult instructors would raise
one’s grade point or increase the
quality of education, whichever
the student desires. The detached, conscientious Instructor
also could discover areas in
which he needs improvement,
thereby benefiting both himself
and his students.
The "Tower List" is inherently
subjective. I am aware of the
fact that the men of Tau Delta
Phi desire the "List" to be accurate and have methods that will
discriminate between "the
grudges" and the "honest opinion." "The first Tower List" also
had these controls, but in its
infancy was not very free from
grudges ii
n.iecuracies, not In
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motion
insults.
Not only is the "Tower List"
subjective in its very concept,
honesty or silence. Either course
of action seems costly. The stubut it Is unethical. I already
have been said to be naive in this
view. I will now continue with
this label on my railing. My naivete stemmed from my belief
that it is dishonest to talk of
another person behind his back,
especially if I do not have the
courage to speak my mind to
the person’s face. A person always leaves himself open for attack when he is honest. There
often is a price to pay for honesty. A student, who in a calm
rationality tells his instructor
that there are suggestions or
comments about his instructor’s
methods that he would like to
respectfully make, is indeed taking a chance. I advocate either
dent should consider as he marks
his IBM card whether this instrument is a tool for progress
or a knife to objectively insert
in the back of his foe, the instructor. The truth is painful
and I wonder if there are not a
few instructors who will find it
difficult to accept objectively
this wound of truth without returning a few undeserved blows
on those unfortunates who have
not been enlightened by the
"Tower List." I urge students to
he honest and speak or to be
silent and refuse to take up computerized weapon.
H. B. Mint
A5282
I

Writer Pokes
At French Feature
Editor:
... And so, some students here
at SJS claim that they know
French. Perhaps it would be of
prime inneirtanee if they could

$
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at 7:30 on performance nights. Re.
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modern drama!
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repeat French 1, a course that
wouldundoubtedlybe beneficial to their egos.
In a story on Page Three
(Spartan Daily, Mon. Nov. 23)
entitled Parlez-Vous Francais?
... All the way, Miss Hoyt displays her fluent knowledge of
the French language with acid
verbosity. Speculation is that
some student(s) has helped her
with her dissertation, for it is
much too obvious that Miss Hoyt
doesn’t speak nor understand
French. Obviosuly again, that
student needs to go back to his
French 1 textbook.
- The entire story is an affront
to the French language as well
as to French professors, French
students and lovers of French.
As a French student, I must
openly manifest my most extreme disgust at Miss Hoyt’s literary work, a piece of writing
undignified of being printed in
French, an injury to anything
French. Her grave misunderstanding and misconception of
the French language can only
Indicate her as "one of those
American students who think
they know everything and want
to prove it and show it to everyone."
The story contains 22 errors more than ANYTHING a junior
high school student would not
even dare to commit in an English composition.
Michel JanIcot
ASB20117
EDITOR’S NOTE: Mira Hoyt does
not speak French. Her entire French
vocabulary consists of "park: vous
francais7," "tees bias" and "oui." The
translation was done by the president
of the French Club who, according to
her understanding, took the translated
materiel to his professor for official
approval.
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When Gordie Howe
goes boating...
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Thrust and Parry
EDITOR’S NOTE: Thrust and Parry
letters, because of space limitations,
will be limited to a maximum of 300
words, preferably typed and double.
spaced. Letters exceeding this
amount either will not be printed or
will be rod::ed to conform to length.
Th edits-- also reserves the right to
edit letters to conform to style and
good taste. Letters of personal attacks will not be printed. All letters
must include the writer’s signature
and ASB number

0

OffiMMBEE5EffiE
SEE!

AS:

"FREE" SWEATER

41

Attorney Donald Warden, national chairman of the AfroAmerican Association, will speak
on "Negroes Must Awake" at
7:31) tomorrow night In Concert
Hall.
His talk Is sponsored by the
Omega Psi Phi fraternity and
is free to the public.

THE HUNT l’rOrER"."!

Holten explained that a,
graduate program in journiiii.,
would not be affected.

’Chap Stick’ goes along!
"Sure I use ’Chap Stick’ during the hockey season," says the Detroit Red Wing star. "With my
lips exposed to that ice and cold, it’s a must!
But after the season, ’Chap Stick’ doesn’t get put

aside. It’s just as necessary during the Summer.
When I’m on my boat, the hot sun is rough on my
lipsburns them up, dries them out. ’Chap Stick’
helps soothe and heal them fast!"

A favorite
In Canada.

CV

DON’T LET DRY, SORE LIPS SPOIL YOUR FUN WHEREVER

The lip balm selected
for use by the
U.S. Olympic Team.

YOU GO, GO WITH

’CHAP STICK’

’Coal PICK. If MIL 94 (DM. MORTON tus. COM, LtInCele56, VA.

IThursdny rx-.e

The Match Box

otty

PINNINGS
Gayle Smithson, Gamma Phi Beta, st,plir nil, ra. French major
from Tacoma. Wash., to Dale Vogel, Sigma Alpha Epsilon, junior’
psychology major from Woodside.
Marilyn Perkins, Gamma Phi Beta, junior nursing major from
Honolulu, Hawaii, to Terry Mire, Sigma Alpha Epsilon, senior
physical education major from Canoga Park.
Renee Brantley, sophomore education major from Fremont to
Dave Edrington, Alpha Tau Omega, graduate business major from
Palo Alto.
Barbara Burk, Alpha Omicron Pi, senior sociology major from
Walnut Creek to Lee skinner, Sigma Alpha Epsilon, senior social
science student from Bakersfield.

Be HEARING About

Far Right and
Far Left meet
on the Campus
In this challenging
novel by Robert Easton
.11eXally and Loftin 1 Publishers
AT YOUR BOOKSTORE

FIFTY-FIVE YEARS OLDMark Versel (standing) tells the story
of the founding of Sigma Alpha Mu fraternity 55 years ago to
the brothers and their dates. The anniversary dinner featured
turkey and cranberry sauce. The SJS flag in the background was
retrieved from University of the Pacific students by three Sammies at the UOP football game and is now a permai.ent pot+ession of the fraternity.

START AN DA1T.Y-3

Virel

Christmas Flight to
New York and Chicago
Limited .Spdee .11.11thtlde
DEPART DECEMBER 18

ENGAGEMENTS
Suzanne Dumesnli, Alpha Phi, sophomore education major from
Alameda, to Birk Rankin, Pei Upsilon, senior political science major
at the University of California. They plan a June wedding.
Sandy Milan, junior sociology major from San Jose to Brian
Serpa, June graduate in business management, now employed liy
IBM in the purchasing department. They plan a July, 1965 wedding.
Judith K. Hatch, Phi Mu, sophomore occupational therapy
major from Fresno, to Craig L. Keith, Tau Beta Pi, SJS graduate
In electrical engineering, now employed by Ames Research Center.
They plan a June wedding.

RETURN

JANUARY 3

NEW YORK
ROUND TRIP
$177.00
CHICAGO
ROUND TRIP
$145.00
(Alt Fu,,, Include Tat I
FOR RESERVATIONS - CALL COLLECT

HE 1-7515 (SF)
Ask for Charles Gadd
or Write
1112 Market St., San Francisco 2.

INSTANT,BiCYCLE!
;.FROM THIS TO

THIS IN 30 SECA 3

fra.s

Sre-trch
By JANE HOYT
Society Editor

(
PORTA-CYCLE
4

Ideal for all Spartan cyclists.
You can fold it down to 27"
square and can be put info
your closet or even into the
trunk of your sports car. Take
it with you on your week-end
outings: Picnics, beach trips,
or vacation spots.
NOW AVAILABLE
For high speed touring, the
Pc:ate-cycle with three gears.
$89.50

PAUL’S CYCLES
1435 The Alameda
Phone: 293-9766
San Jose

The month between Thanksgiving and Christmas is the busiest
time all year. Pre -Christmas exams and Christmas present buying
take much time. But students still find time for social activities.
SIGMA CHI
On Homecoming Day the brothers and alums followed -The
Leader of the Pack" to the fraternity for an open house. Dinner
was served, and, after the football game, the brothers invited Fresno
C’hapter members to a danct.
DELTA UPSILON
The DU’s have been busy men this semester. Homecoming activities started when they were joined by the ladies of AOPi to build a
float. Sunday following homecoming they held in huge spaghetti
feed. Profits will benefit underprivileged children.
Turnabout’s fair play. Other fraternities hold pledge dances to
honor the new fraternity men. The DU pledges will hold a dance
at the chapter house honoring the actives.
ALPHA TAU OMEGA
Here’s your chance to grab a man, gals! Sadie Hawkins returns to the ATO house Friday. But before she arrives, she will
have caught her Li’l Abner at William Street Park. Friday afternoon the men will run like scared rabbits at William Street Park
with the gals after them in hot pursuit. Each man caught will he
the date of his captor for a dance. Proceeds from the coeds’ entry
fees will go toward a Christmas party for orphans and tinderprivileged children.
Recent dinner guests at the ATO house include Dr. Richard
B. Lewis, head of the Division of Audio Visual; Dr. Lowell Walter,
personnel counselor’, and Mr. and Mrs. Larry Hyatt.
The men sang their thanks to the Alpha Chi Omegas for helping build the winning homecoming parade float. They also showed
their appreciation by -presenting the sorority a volleyball net. ’
CHI OMEGA
To celebrate their joint venture in float -building, the Chl O’s
recently held an exchange with the Sigma Chi men.
Recent pledge Louise Nobel joined her father and sorority
sisters at the Father-Daughter Banquet. Sandy Wolf and Linda
McClure were co-chairmen of the affair.
SIGMA NU
The pledges have narrowed the pledge princess contest field
down to five finalists. Each sorority entered two pledges in the
contest. Finalists include Carmel Passanisi, Sigma Kappa. Cindy
Dunning, Alpha Phi, Gail Clark, Gamma Phi Beta, and Stephanie
Wickam and Julie Anderson, Kappa Alpha Theta. The pledge princess will be crowned Dec. 12 at the pledge dance.

HYLAND INN IS PROUD
TO PRESENT
In Person

A San Jose First

CHICO HAMILTON
QUINTET
AND THEIR FAMOUS

JAZZ REVUE
TUESDAY THRU SUNDAY
9 P.M. to 2 A.M.
Popular Prices

No Cover Charge

Future Bookings: Cal Tioder, Eddie Cacao, & The 3 Sounds
Advance Reservations Accepted Now
2720 Ar. M ROCK AVE.

Mountain romp
in a "Snowdrift"!

CL 5-5656
SAN JOSE

SPARTAN DAILY CLASSIFIEDS
-11, I di, Ca,,m;

White Stag
3111 SM 555

fnuon since

19.:9

Scallop quilted stretch nylon
parka is dauntless even in high
winds and snow! It reverses to
nylon taffeta, in contrasting
shades of winter -bright colors.
Drawstring hood hides snugly
under trim rolled collar. S-M -L.
2000.
Color coordinated Gold Medal
stretch ski pants, 30.00.

FREEMAN’S
SPORTS CENTER
244 S. 2nd

USE THE CLASSIFIEDS TO SELL YOUR CAR
If you want to sell your car, don’t just tape a sign on the windshield, put an ad in the AUTOMOTIVE SECTION of the
SPARTAN DAILY CLASSIFIEDS. More than 10,000 people
pick up the paper daily. You cant find a better way to get the
wcrd around camp is.
OFFICE HOURS
M -W -F 9:30-11:30 a.m. & 12:30-3:30 p.m
T-Th 11:00-3:30 p.m.
Ext. 2465
J206

Rent the best at nearby
Tuxedos, everyone? No
Roos/Atkins. All latest styles. All sparkling fresh. All sizes.
Correct accessories too. All with our First Class label. Soon
as anyone says Formal come in and make your choice. No
problem, like we said. Oh yes, tie sell the whole works
too if you’d rather own your own! Tuxedos, everyone?
Save your cash, open a Super/Charge account. All you need is your Reg Card.
ROOS =

IN DOWNTOWN SAN JOSE: FIRST Al SANTA CLARA

IN SANTA CLARA: STLVLNS CREEK PLAZA

4

4---sPA1tT Vs; IS til ’V
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Stanford Visits Spartan Cagers at Auditorium Tonight
By DA% 4: l’At NE.
Dally Sports Editor
Coach Stu Inman’s Spartan
cagers will face a tough early
season test at Civic Auditorium
tonight when the "Big Red" from
Stanford come to town.
Game time is 8. A preliminary
game between the SJS Frosh and
Stanford Frosh will begin at 6.
The Indians are fresh from a

69-60 win 4eker another WCAC
team, Santa Clara, Tuesday
night. On the Sallie evening, the
Spartans opened the 1964-65
campaign by defeating the
Alumni. 77-64.

iNitor,. The Indians’ front line
features Clayton Raaka, 6-6, and
Bob Bedell, 6-7, and center Craig
Cordes, 6-S.
Raaka and Bedell are considered as one of the Coast’s, and
possibly the country’s, best onetwo punch at the forwar position.
Cordes, replacing last year’s all.
coast center Tom Dose, isn’t figured in Dose’s class, but gets the
job done, according to Indian head
coach Howie Dallmar.
Stanford is tabbed weakest at
the guard positions. Hinckley and
Loveridge aren’t to be underrated,
however.
lilniLts’s hit nine tielil goal,
.........

..00r.r....C4OCCOLOOZOOOCC40:08Care

PERSONAL CHRISTMAS CARDS
Greeting Cards for Family and Friends
Christmas Foreign Language Cards
Christmas Gift Wrapping
I.

PAUL’S GREETING CARD SHOP
3tFoont..io S:.

292-3565
sore

TYPEWRITER RENTALS
Special Student Rates

$7.00 for 1 month
$18.00 for 3 months

The latter, a junior, tallied 30
points against the Spartababes
(Frost’) two years ago.
Inman sees the visitors as a
team that will present his team
with some early season problems,
mainly height.

He looks at Stanford as a
close parallel to WCAC favorite
USE, even though the Dons are
presently considered Northern
alifornia’s best.
Stanford will be playing a vet-

From $59.50

ROBERTS TYPEWRITER CO.

No.
31
24
41
44
34

Civic Auditorium
Tonight
8 p.m.
STARTING LINEUPS
Stanford
Pos. HT.
HT.
San Jose St.
5-10
G. 6.3 Gary Loveridge
Ron Labetich
G. 6-2 Kent Hinckley
6-2
Jackie Gleason
John Carmichael
6-5
C. 6-8 Craig Cordes
F. 6-6 Clayton Raaka
Pete Newell
6-4
F. 6-7 Bob Bedell
6-4
S. T. Safford
Preliminary game: Stanford Froth vs. SJS Fresh, 6 p.m.

No.
21
43
54
35
44

USF Tabbed
Team To Beat
By Writers
University of San Francisco was
tabbed as the team to beat in the
forthcoming WCAC basketball run
by the Northern California Basketball Writers’ Association,
San Jose State was selected for
the runner-up spot.
UCLA was unanimous to go all
the way in the AAWU.
The teams were placed as
follows:

HINCKLEY U. HERE TONIGHTStanford guard Kent Hinckley,
who scored 18 points against Santa Clara Tuesday night, will
start for the visiting Indians against SJS at Civic Auditorium
tonight. The "Hinckley U." trademark was given to Stanford

Tammy’s in Lore
With
Her New Tinted
Contact Len SeS
At last contact lens are a realization. Come in and replace those
old-fashioned frames with beautiful colored le- -

The Contact
Lens Center
123 So. 3rd Street

CY 7-5174

(.:Iistom Craftsmanship
in Traditional Shoes
Ifor the Holidays
Hand stitching anti the meticulous detail of the cobbler gke these hand.
crafted shoes an unhurried look. For
illW11
anti campus wear, choose from
t hest! styles:

since it seems the Indian guard has been around for a long time
he’s going for his third varsity letter this year.

I. l’SF

2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.

SJS
Santa Barbara
Loyola (LA)
St. Mary’s
Santa Clara
l’OP
Pepperdine

CY 4-1215

57 So. 4th St

combined forces to score 97 points
between them, 26 and 21 points
respectively, against the Alumni
Tuesday.

Spartans vs. Indians

WCAC

Late model UNDERWOODS and ROYALS
OLIVETTI-UNDERWOOD PORTABLES

I

In 13 attempts for IN points eran team against us," scatted Stanford’s size against our quick- Into ball control errors.
The visitors’ main neadache may
against Santa Clara for the Inman, "including four seniors aess."
Stu said he will Use as much come from SJS’ forwards in S. T.
g
’s high scorer.
and a junior in their starting
pressure as possible against the Saffold and Pete Newell. They
Stanford also has height to
spare. Dick Weaer, 6-4, Mike
"Tonight’s game will be mainly Indians, hoping to force them
Preisler, 6-1, and Ray Kosroike,
*
*
*
*
*
*
6-9, will ace action tonight.

BIG WIN
CHICAGO (UPI)The highest
priced winner in the United States
during 1963 was Ivalinda, which
paid $382 at Arlington Park on
Aug. 12.

AAWI;
1.
2.
IL
4.

UCLA
CSC
Stanford

84 E. San Fernando
298-5404

ekeettB
sT.)(E

COMPLETELY REMODELED
UNDER NEW MANAGEMENT

SKI EQUIPMENT - RENTALS. REPAIRS

Moyer Bros. Music

Largest selection of
guitars in town.

4

Win terland
Ski
Center

Oregon
5. Cal
6. Washington
7. Oregon State
8. Washington State

Guitar Lessons
Folk Music

Open Tonife ’Til 9

SAFFOLD READYSpartan forward star S. T. Saffold, who filllied 26 points against the Alumni Tuesday, will be depended
heavily upon for a win over Stanford tonight at Civic Auditorium.

Intramural Sports Begin

I

TWX Mach
’rltest Snow
Reports from a Maior Ski Re,,ts During Current Ski Season.

Meeting Place
days and Dodge d jo 8 ,irarna
Open every night ’til 9 p.m.

WINTERLAND SKI CENTER
440 S. WINCHESTER AVE.
SAN JOSE
ACROSS FROM WINCHESTER MYSTERY HOUSE
PHONE 244-0880
HARTEL MELLER, Manager

A host of intramural sports acBowling, badminton and a free
tivities have already started or throw tournament have already be\ ill begin in the next few weeks,
gun, while wrestling and judo *************************************************
matches are upcoming.
Director of Intramurals Dr. Dan
Unruh urges all men interested
in participating in these sports to
begin conditioning. Weigh -ins will
be held next Tuesday for wrestling,
which starts the following day.
Judo matches begin Dec. It,
Unruh says there is a great need
for basketball officials for the upcoming hoop season. Those interested should see him in MG121.
After three nights of bowling,
Delta Sigma Phi No. 1 and Alpha
Tau Omega No. 1 are tied for
first place in the intramural keg
league.

Meet Sharon Rogers. Playboy Magazine’s

PLAYMATE OF THE MONTH

.0(
; Date:

Saturday, Dec. 5

; Time:

12:30 p.m. to 4:30 p.m.
Al Ruiter’s Vebpa Scooter Showroom
tPlace:
Address: 607 Auzorais Ave. at Bird, San Jose

Special Attraction! Sharon will pose for pictures with
visitors at the Vespa showroom. Lucky visitors will receive
FREE print photos. Come early!

******* ******* ***********************************
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"11’4

Penny Loafer, Burnt Ivory
High Top Loafer

20.95

Black/Brown Saddle

24.95

F.-

1TTENTION PARENTS:
Your daughter will be safe with him Saturday night.

13th ANNUAL
THETA

ALL GREEK SHOW

St

Saturday: DEC. 5th - 7:30 P.M.
SAN JOSE CIVIC AUDITORIUM
2
F.

DONATIONS 50c
TICKETS ON SALE:

PROCEEDS TO CHARITY

STUDENT AFFAIRS BUSINESS OFFICE
& AT THE DOOR OF THE S. J. CIVIC

F.

E
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Race Saturday spartababes Lose Triangular
’Lift le 5001 B ke
ternity last year. Allen Hall,
which sponsors the event, was runnerup.
Red Horde has the pole position.
It was the fastest qualifier with a
record lap time of 2:40.8 seconds.
Des/tonne’s Bike Shop was the
second fastest qualifier with a
time of 2:41.1, also faster than
the time set by SAE last year.
Steve Pray of Desimone’s set the
fastest Individual lap time in qualEighteen teams are entered in ifying runs. He pedaled his twothe test of endurance, which was wheeler around the track In 36
won by Sigma Alpha Epsilon Ira- seconds, far off the record of 33.1

After almost a month’s delay,
the third annual "Little 500" bicycle race will be run Saturday on
the south campus track at 12:30
P.m
Rain washed out the 200-lapper
Nov. 11, Veterans’ Day.
eitairnian Frank Ftna
us zi
postponed the 50 -mile marathon,
and was unable to reschedule it
until now because of conflicting

Ida’s New Shop Is Now

OPEN!

Daily 5.6 Mon. and Thur.
Sunday by APPt
May and Juno Open I-5

’Si! 9

When the Occasion is Formal
Wear a Tux From IDA’S
ALL NEW DINNER JACKETS
PANTS, SHIRTS, CUMBERBUNDS
AND ACCESSORIES - 8.50 RENTAL FEE
SANTA CLAUS SUITS FOR RENT
We’re Proud of Our New Shop Conte in end See

IDA’S TUXEDO RENTAL
CY 2-9102

380 S. 1st St.

Does,.
this

Au

alternate with other Hiders when
necessary.
Forty-five girls from the threo
women’s dormitories will act as
judges.
Teams by rows are: Red Horde,
Desimone’s and Allen Hall, first
row; Hoover Hall, Omega Xi Phi,
and SAE; second row; Theta Shi,
Theta Xi and Moulder Hall, third
row; Phi Sigma Kappa, Sigma Pi
and Blue Horde, fourth row; Black
Horde, Lavender Horde and Blue
Bombers, fifth row; and SAM,
PRINCETON, N.J. IUPD Lambda Chi Alpha and Beaver
Princeton Uhiversity’s 411-Ivy fullPatrol, sixth row.
back, Casino tacayazgi, was named
by the National Football Foundation and Hall of Fame recently as
1964 scholar athlete at large.
Iacavazzi, captain of the unbeaten Tigers, is an aeronautical
engineering major. He has maintained a B-plus average while taking such courses as aircraft and
missile performance and thermodynamics.
Coach Dick Colman rates taxavazzi, who was last year’s leading
scorer in the nation and has made
a record 30 touchdowns as a varsity player, as a top candidate for
the Heisman Trophy.
Iacavazzi is a native of West
Scranton, Pa. He is married and
the father of a son.

set by Jeff London of Sigma Alpha
Mu last year.
Allen Hall was the third fastest
qualifier and gains the outside
front row position.
Each team will consist of four
riders and two alternates. No
rider may drive his bike more
than 75 laps, although he way

Princeton Fullback
Top Grid Scholar

spotS..

feel sticky?
5 I-1 U LTO Ni

San Jose State will play host to
the 8th annual Northern California
Wrestling Tournament tomorrow
at 12 noon. The tournament includes both freshman and varsity
competition.
The varsity division will have
awards for the two teams finishing with the highest scores, and
the four place winners in each
weight division. The freshman di-

Gary

Strom

Soccer Outlook Bright;
Spartans May Win Title

et.

NEITHER DOES OLD SPICE STICK DEODORANT
Dries as it applies ... in seconds. And stays dry! Gives
you fast ... comfortable ... dependable deodorant
protection. Lasting protection you can trust. Try it.
Old Spice Stick Deodorant for Men. 1.00 plus tax.

SJS Holds Wrestling Tourney

41c57,irr
STICK
DFODOPANT
se.
vies*

This year’s success of Julie Menendez’ soccer team capped 11
long years of building and hard work for the balding mentor, but,
more Important, it showed Spartan soccer teams will be reckoned
with in the future.
San Jose State would probably have made it to the NCAA finals
If it hadn’t run up against defending champion St. Louis University
last Saturday. The ondefeated Rillikens have won the national championship three out of the last four years, and are favored to take the
title again this year.
Soccer at San Jose didn’t hit its peak until 1963. The Spartans,
sparked by Dave Kingsley and Al Korbus, cante in second in the
Northern California Intercollegiate League, and lost to University
of San Francisco, 2-1, in the Far West regionals.
This season, of course, Menendez’ warriors took the league title
with a 6-1-1 record and won the Far West Championship by knocking
over the Air Force Academy, 5-3, at Spartan Stadium.
Menendez loses only seniors Korbus and Efiok Akpan off this
year’s team while haying his whole defensive line returning.
All-Leaguers Steve Locct, Hap Sermol, Mike Dalian, Lou Fraser
and Bob Salazar all return. In addition regulars Hercules Mihelis,
Colin Lindores, Tom Zinter, Mani Gonzalez and Joe Sermol will
be back.
Reserves Mel Canal, Rich Howell, Sam Sezgen and Tom Wynn
return.
Menendez says two newcomers in school, not eligible this season,
will also bolster the team next year.
Ernest Kwanasa from Ghana and Henry Koopman, San Jose
product, are counted on. Menendez describes Kwanasa as very quick
and of the caliber of Akpan and Korbus.
Four players from this year’s IV team, which racked up a 7-2
record, are also expected to make the squad: Paul Betkner, JeanPierre Kanabou, Bob Davis and Karmen Cameron.
Menendez will also do some recruiting. Ile expects to enroll some
top junior college players from the area.
The Spartan soccer future looks bright.
St. Louis University, on the other hand, loses nine seniors from
this year’s club. The Billikens, however, will Still have two Olympic
players on their squad, one who is Carl Gentile. Gentile kicked three
goals in the Billikens’ win over San Jose.
Maybe next year Julie’s team will take the NCAA championship
and make him the first coach to lead different teams to national titles.
His boxing team won the NCAA championship in 1959.

vision will have no tram
but will also have awards for the
four place winners in each weight
division.
The probable varsity starting
lineup will be Roy Kustinisito,
115 lbs; Ted Kapengst, 130 lbs;
Art Beatty, 137 lbs; Loren Miller. 147 lbs; Carl Dammeyer,
157 his; Mike lierschfelt, 167
lbs.; Ismael Rodriguez. 177 lbs.;
Dave Cole, 191 His; and Dan
Barclay, heavyweight.

ilisNion. The only other SJs
winners were Vaughn lniada anti
Kris Anderson who defeated Diablo Valley’s entrants in the 123
lb. and 147 lb. divisions respectively.

The Spartababes won two
matches against Modesto, and four
against Diablo Valley, whereas Diablo Valley did not win a single.
match against Modesto. The Spartababes, nevertheless, managed to.
lose the triangular to Diablo ValThe San Jose State freshman ley by one point.
wrestlers were defeated by Modesto and Diablo Valley Junior Colleges in a triangular in the SparPOLICEMEN
tan wrestling room last week.
$646 - $689
JC
Modesto, one of the top
California
Oakland,
teams in the state, had 41 points;
Diablo Valley, 21; and SJS, 20. The
High School Graduates, Col.
Spartababes lost the dual meet
lege Preferred. 21-29 Indy.
with Modesto 18-8, and the dual
sive; 20/20 one eye, 20/40
19-12.
meet with Diablo Valley,
the other, or 20/30 both;
The SJS matmon had two
double winners. Walt Arnitio
won the 130 lb. division, and
Steve Murphy won the 137 lb.

height 5’9" - 66", 160 lbs.
min.; excellent character.
Room 100, City Hall.

SPARTAN WILSHIRE SERVICE
OFFERS YOU

15% DISCOUNT ON PARTS/LABOR
(With A.S.B. Card)
TUNE UP

TRY US SOON FOR:
WHEEL BALANCE
BRAKES

SPARTAN WILSHIRE SERVICE
295-9358

452 E. Santa Clara at 10th

Long on
Gift List?
Short on
Time?

Make this year’s Christmas shopping easy . . .
for all the ladies on your
gift list, choose delightful
gifts

G LDED
Ago CAGE
465 E. William

from

the

Gilded

Cage.
*Free gilt wrapong
*Open week e;qhts ’til 9

near 10th St.
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SJS Alumni
Buy ’em by the Wagon Load Edge Frosh
In Water Polo

The freshman water poloists,
who completed their most difficult
season in San Jose State history,
participated in the Northern California Water Polo Freshman Elimination Tournament at San Francisco State last week.
The Spartababes, who faced the
University of California at Davis
in the first game, led 5-0 at the
end of the first quarter. Coach Lee
Walton played reserves in the second and third quarter, but removed
them when the Spartababes lead
was cut to 6-5.
The Spartababes finally won
8-6, and Greg sisal’ was high
scorer with three goals.
After a two hour rest period,
they played the San Jose Water
Polo Club consisting of San Jose
State alumni.
The Spartababes led 4-3 at the
end of the first quarter with Bruce
McCall and Steve Hoberg scoring
now in progress
all the SJS goals, and led 7-6 at
half time.
Former MS All-Anterlean Jim
Monwes m.oreri two halr court
goals in the third quarter, and
SJWPC led 10-8 at the tail of
the period.
The freshmen recovered in the
fourth quarter, however, and a
four goal resurgence tied the score
at 11-11 with 20 seconds remaining. The Sparta bp be s double
teamed the SJWPC’s hole man,
and an outside man was left free.
He scored an easy goal to win the
"Right on Campus"
game, thus eliminating the SpartaiThuniniummuumilliniiiiiiiimuumminiumummiumulimininiummumumumilimumulimimuummin babes taw the tourssamat.

LUCKY PIERRE

FALL BOOK SALE
Outstanding Values

in "Left Bank" Book Stalls
at

Botpizatine.

"...but when it gets hot you can take yours off!"
Reminder: best way to cool off is with
Lucky Lager, the beer beer-drinkers drink!
Gewral entwine Corp.. San F renew., Azusa, Celle. Vencouver, Wash., Sall Lake Cily, Utah
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LIBRARY ROASTS LARGE COLLECTION
The library has approximately ’lures of the library include micro295,000 volumes in the book col- I cards, reels of microfilm, pamlection, including 36,000 bound phlets, courses of study, unbound
periodicals. Also, a San Jose State materials, pictures and art prints,
College Collection is included in phonograph records and listening
the library. This collection consists Facilities. A total of 2,350 periof materials relating to the history odicals anti 20 newspapers are
of the college. Other special fea- regularly received.

Spartan Daily Classifieds
BUY ’EM!
COTTAGE - I bd. rm.. 2 blks. to Lel’

ANNOUNCEMENTS (II
WE PAY CASH 1,i, yuur bust apparel.
Wu
s
I NEW bricill gowns, veils.
kr .rS 5,1)1. UNIQUE SHOPPE, 1589
Mra,-1 an. 264-7552. Closed Mon.
UNWANTED HAIR removed by eloc
trolvois. NANTELLE R. E.. 210 S. 1st.
294.4499.

lego. Furnished. $115 per month. CY
7-9344 or 269-9149,
ONE OR TWO male roommates to share
house with 4 others. Own bdrm. 54 S.
14th, 292:4732.
MALE NEEDED to share flat across from
Sc. 131dg. $25 mo. 298.5201.

ANN DARLING APARTMENTS - $55
& up. 1-2 bdrrns. Fore. & Unfurn. Wnshing fac. 6 heated pools. Near shopping
center. Wir./gbg. pd. 33rd & Marburg
USED CARS. $99 and up. FREEMAN’S Way. 298-0654.
USED CARS, 345 L Julien (loot. 7th &
JULIAN GLEN APARTMENTS - I & 2
Ph). 2541465.
bdrms. Fury. & Unfurn. $100 up. 7 heated
MUST SELL I
’56 Ford - 2 dr. $295. John B. 293.9320. pools. W.W. cpts. & drepse. Prin. patios.
Wash. mach.. wth/gbg. pd. Inquiries
ill AUSTIN HEALY $850. Good cond. welcomed. E. Julian. N. 26th St. 294
New top & fires. Tues., Thurs., Fri. after 5233.
6. Anytime wkends. 298.1790.
’57 FORD FAIRLANE. P/S, P/B, R/H. $30 MONTH - Rms. 1/2 bit. SJS, pipe
heat. Utils. pd. Kitchen. 292-1327,
$500 or offer. Ch 3 5183.
-1-962 AUSTIN 850. 40 mpg. Parks easily. MARRIED COUPLES-Fum. apt. $92.$1:
New tires, battory & tuneup. Excellent P king, wash./dryer. Neer SJS. 545 So.
11th St. 292.3745.
Cond. 264 3715. Make
offer.
.
.
’5$ PLY-MOUTH V 8. Auto trans. De- NEED I GIRL to share unappr. apt.
Pendable. Extras. Excel. cond. $395. 264. State House, 508 So. 11th, No, 19, 2922620.
1339.
’56 TR-3. Red. W/W. Recent overhaul. APTS. FOR RENT - $33.75 to $50 per
Su, 5435 72, C- !A!
person per month. See mgr., 547 So.
57 RETRACTABIE HT FORD. Now tires. 11th, No. 4. 295.8101.

AUTOMOTIVE 121

’63 FORD ECON. VAN camper. E.cel.
r. Mete ore,. J77 6722 after 5.
61 VW - XInt. buy! good cond. Must
sell. $1050. 205 So. 12th. Ron.
.58 MGA - WW, red.. htr. New paint
and Tonn. 295-7816.
’63 HONDA 250 scrambler. Ercellent
cond. Chrome. Must sell! $550. Gary
Fitschen. 295-9993.
MUST SELL clean ’58 V.W. Sunroof-or
trade for older car. Make offer. Stan,
650 S. 891, No. 5.
’59 VESPA 125. Needs paint. Good me.
chenn al. $90 includes winchhield. hen

met. 251.0437.

FOR SALE 131
WEDDING INVITATIONS. 300 for $29.
Wedding Pratt. 295.0946.
PEUGEOT 13.spoed racing bike. Excellent
cond. Original cost $150. Will sell for
$50. 295-0261 after 6.
HENKE SKI BOOTS and curry case. 2
pr. ladies. 7l/2N & 9N. Like now. $25
each. Ski poles $5. 377.8672.
$45. Bogen amp.
HI.FI SPKR.
$1, (,e.ard ChnnLer $30. 241-4919.
HAVE JAZZ LP’S. Will sell. 2955609.
BEAT THE RAIN! F,-,r small Honda
.
i
r 5 5215. Mike.

PAY MONTHLY in Appr.
discount.
Crestwood Manor. Spring semester. Nice
roommates! 295.2798.
WOMAN’S APPROVED APT. Grant Hal!
Annex. Discount. Phone 286-5820.
$75 - I BDRM., unfurn. Drapes. 9.12
rug. Sundeck, bar-b-gue, laundry. Mr/
qbq. pd. Private carport. Block from
shops & trans. 378-0273.
345 EAST
Coed campus living from $10 a week.
297-2181 or 295-9753.
JUST COMPLETED - Split.level 2 bd..
2 bath apr. 70 S. 8th St., No. I. 294
7788 after 4.
GRANT HALL CONTRACT for sale
Discount. 297-8563.
GRANT HALL contract fur sale. Dis,ounr. 297-8563,
2 WOMEN’S appr. apt. Killion Hall.
Spring semester. $200 ea. 298-3603.
APT, HS. MGRS. Married couple. $60
Renial Credit. An 4.4224, A. 6-1822.

RECORDING CO. 15’
Cerrevii.sion, MUSIC ART PRODUC
TIONS. 297-7674.
ALCOA
I - ,^,15 help 20 hr. wk
"...0 Mr. Centro. Sat..
sook

EXTRA CASH :M
, 1 over 21,
it, 1,-,r, r- speri.a- aa-ucnrs of our
lodon. Eveninn:. 69. From our office
Sele, Cm 79,
NEED
’,eels. 295.2770.

NEED RELIABLE DRIVER-Ciur Peugeot
,ig by Xmas. Some expenses.
roquirnd. Call 867.9256.

AUTO INSURANCE for students. Chet
Barley, 286-5386, 449 W. San Carlos.
TYPING - All kinds, reasonable. Pick.
up and deliver. 294.3772. 9 a.m..6 p.m
TYPING, all kinds. IBM Electric. Work
guaranteed. Jo Vine. 378.8577.
TYPING - Term paper, thesis, etc. Pica
Electric. 243-6313.
EXPERT TYPING SERVICE-Eoperienced
se rein- v. Call 7978483
EXCELLENT TYPING in my home. 2525793.
EXCELLENT TYPING - All errors corrected. Reasonable. 286.5944.

TRANSPORTATION 19/

Call at Classified Adv.
.1206. M.W P9:30.11:30 P. 12:303:30
T-Th 11:00-3:30
Send In handy order blank
- Enclosed wash tar chink

Ph000 294 6414, Ed. 2465

CLASSIFIED RATES
! Minimum
Two lines Ons time lbw Voss Flee times
One time Sk a Iles 2k a lies 20c a lies
2 linos

$1.00

$1.50

$2.00

3 linos

1.50

2.25

3.00

Send to: Spartan
Daily CLASSIFIEDS.
1206, San lose State

4 lines

2.00

3.00

4.00

5 lines

2.50

3.75

5.00

College, San km 14,

Add this

.50

.75

1.00

amount ter
sashed&
WWI line

I

To place as ad:

Print seer ad hare:
(Count 33 Letters and Spaces for Each Line)

(1)

Automotive (2)

I I for Sale (3)
fI Help Wanted (4)

f I
[j
0
0

Housing (5)
lost and found (6)
Personals (7)
Services (8)
Transportation (9)

Starting Date

The Oecupationdl Thei apy Club
will hold a Christmas card contest
open to students in the Occupational Therapy department.
Entries should he submitted at
HB420 by Friday. The cards will
he judged by the Occupational
Therapy Department faculty on
the basis of simplicity, originality
and ease of assembly.
The designer of the winning card
will receive a prize of $5 and reproductions of the winning card
will be sent to Occupational Therapy Department alumni and
friends.

Oriocci Plans
Bowling Tourney
Spartan Oriocci will hold a bowling tournament Saturday evening
at 6 at the Fourth Street Bowl.
Eleven trophies will be awarded
to the winners, according to Newton Iwamura, club chairman. The
trophies are on display in the library north wing, 3rd floor.
The participating teams may be
either three men and two women
or two men and three women,
Tickets are available for $2 for
three games and shoes through
club members

Job Interviews

Tough Cowhide
Fleece

Lined

Also available in
long with split sides

Hoffman’s
Store for Men
San Jose

46 S. Market St.

Titanium Metals Corporations of
America: industrial technology and
industrial engineering majors for
production technologists; mechanical and chemical engineering and
metallurgical majors for process
engineers and sales representatives.
Personal Products Company:
business and liberal arts majors
for positions in marketing and
sales.
Harding Associates: civil engineering majors for positions in soil

(No of days) Enclose

Phone _

Spartaguide

Pre-Christmas Sale

TODAY:
International Relation% Club,
p.m. -4:30 p.m., CII162. Clifford
Binder, SJS graduate student and
(miner Peace Corps representative in Ethiopia, will show slides
of his experiences.
WRA Basketball, 7 p.m.. PE3t101.
Baptist student l’nion. 7:30
p.m., Memorial Chapel, film and

TOMORROW:
II tireolto Italians. and El l’Ir
cubs Castilla Ito, 5 p.m. -7 p.m., Wi

discussion of foreign missions.

12:30

game

volleyball

I’
4

Newman Club,

p.m., Newnim.
renter, 79 S. Filth St., gener.,.
meeting.

Arab-American Club. 3:30 p.it
Cafeteria .5 and If, film sits,
Lebanon.
I.O.M.

of

HP1404111

Institute

131.1ihliir:’

MAUI

p.m.,

10th and San Fernando Street
Bishop Max Raisor of the Milpit.,
Ward will speak on "In All
Getting, Get Understanding," ours
and to the piddle.

Home Economies Club, 7 P.m.,
115. Miss MIMIC I.. Ashe, assistant
professor of home economics, will
show slides of her European foods

PAR ILLA
125 cc WILDCAT
SCRAMBLER

$499

SALES/MARKETING CAREER
PERSONAL PRODUCTS CO.

ear Accelerator Center."

WILL BE ON CAMPUS DEC. 4th
TO INTERVIEW INTERESTED APPLICANTS

PAUL CATALINA
PRESENTS
ONLY BAY AREA
APPEARANCE

THE NE V

CHRISTY

netsird lo 1111 I510

merous community Santa Claus
jobs during the coming holiday
season, according to Placement
Center spokesmen.
Interested students may apply
at the Placement Center, ADM234.

MINSTRELS
TON ITE
THRU
DEC. 7

SAT.. DEC. 5th
8:30 P.M.

MASONIC TEMPLE
1111 Calif. St., S. F., Calif.
Tickets on sale at
San Jose Box Office

Mail Order Accepted
$2.50, $3.50, $4.50

SAFARI ROOM PRESENTS

RD.

259-2962

r back
door is a
Swinger!
E2 {L1 LcQ)XL

PAID FIELtrrIOUS ADVLATISEMENT

Gods Definition of a Christian
From the Bible we readily find that a Christian is a believer in and
follower of Jesus Christ the Messiah. This narne is more widely used than
any other by those who believe God unto salvation Interestingly, how
ever, the name is employed only three times in the Bible: "And the
disciples were called Christians first in Antioch ..." (Acts 11:261: "Then
Agrippa said unto Paul, ’Almost thou persuades, me to be a Christian’."
(Acts 26:20; "If any man suffer as a Christian, let him not be ashamed."
II Peter 4:16).
The form "Christian" is clearly
Gentile designation for believers,
since the word "Christ" upon which the term is constructed, suggests
recognition of the Messiah, which no believing Jew was prepared to do.
Becoming Christian, according to the New Testament, is a very
definite act with very significant results. According to Lewis Sperry
Chafer, no less than 33 simultaneous and instanteous divine unclartelt
ings and transformations, which collectively constitute the salvation of
soul, fake place the moment a person exercises faith in Christ and is
saved. Among these is that
believer in Christ has the guilt of all his
sins removed by God. Secondly, he is "taken out" of his relationship
with Adam, the sphere of condemnation, and placed in and identified
with Christ, the sphere of righteousness and justification. Thirdly, the
believer is given a new standing by virtue of his place "in Christ" by
the Holy Spirit’s baptizing work (1 Corinthinians 12:13, Romans 6:3, 4)
and "made . .. acceptable." (Ephosians 1:6).

within whom Jesus Christ dwelk. "Behold I stand at the door and knock:
If any Man hear my voice, and open shot door, I will come in to him,
and will sup with him, and he with Me." (Revelation 3:20)
Contemporary Christians on Campus
Box 11791 Palo Alto

Eamon matottottutoteountotstuilummultuletwoommuumuumuntatortenttioutimuttritio

’hiker’s is now just a few
steps away from campus
There is a new parking 114 immediately in hark of 7,1 hOft’S. Now you don’t have to walk
miles to find the merchandine you waist. 7,1AOR’S new back door in only steins awe): Fr’,,,,
SiOre. IIIP men:hemline in etiperli. the interior quiet and rent.
campus. 7.lihnli’S is a
NI, the pernomsel are courteous ansl the values are real. ZI KOS’S has a esomplete alteration
department, complimentary rake, and if you wish to have your purchase gift wrapped, islet
ask! We ale0 110 the little things . . . for hummer
KOR’S guarantees the lilting of any
roul tor suit purchased
the store, for the LIFETIME of the garment. You hate your choice
of Ihounamle trf dresses, hundreds of suite and coats, sportswear, formals, furs, sweaters, blouses,
cocktail dresses, etc.

132 So. let St.

bi

GLENN YARBROUGH
STORY AND WHITE

11111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111I

A Christian then, as Chafer says, "Is not one who dons certain
things for God but . . . one for whom God has done certain things:
he is not so much one who conforms to a certain manner of life as he
is one who has received God’s gift of eternal life through Jesus Christ:
hopelessly imperial state, but rather.
he is not one who depends on
one who has reached a perfect standing before God as being in Christ
Jesus."

se
of
th

SIGN UP NOW AT PLACEMENT OFFICE

Santos Needed
SJS ’nen

Vc

333 W. SAN CARLOS

Lange, head of the SJS Mathematics Department, will speak on
"Maxima -Minima Without Calculus," open to the public.

Folk Musk Club, 7:30 p.m.,
M250.
Institute of Electrical and Electronics Engineers, 7:30 p.m., E132.
Dr. J. V. Lebacqz, head of Stanford’s Klystron Test Laboratory,
will speak on "The Stanford Lin-

11

HARTKE MOTORS

Student Mathematical Society,
12:30 p.m., A133. Dr. Lester H.

ED214.

3
2
Sr

HOURLY RENTALS

tour. Special entertainment
refreshments will also be pmvided.

Lsn Cercie Francais, 2:30 p..11 .

1

between

Spanish Club and the Italian Clot,

option
__11111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111

Is God still welting to male you this kind of "Christian?" Settle
your life with Him cowl Turn your destiny over to Him and personally
receive the assurances of His promises. A Christian is an individual

Andrtoris

Run Ad

Christmas Card
Contest Planned

sory positions.

N.Y.C. in two weeks. 292-3434 alter 9.

NEED RIDE: From Los Gatos to school
M.W.F. Will pay. 354.8767.
GOING TO L.A. each Fri. eve.. return
Sun. AL, going Nov. 25 Wed.. return
Sun. Can pile 5. $10 each round trip
A. A. STACY. Mobile flame Manor.
Sr,’e 14. 1300 L. San Antonio St., S. J.

the Department of Political Science and the Committee for Arts
and Lectures at the Berkeley
campus in cooperation with the
World Affairs Council of the
American Friends Service Committee.
The lectures begin at 9:30 a.m.
and last until 5 p.m.

TOMORROW:
Fairchild Semiconductor: any engineering plus chemistry and physics majors for product engineers
and production management trainees -Masters degree only for electrical engineering and physics for
device development engineering
and accountants for accounting
trainees.
Aetna Life Insurance Company:
business, liberal art majors, etc..
for life underwriter and supervi-

to CrRefer,

Housing. Clean large rooms. Excellent
food. Close to SJS 1292-2635
FURNISHED APARTMENTS for rent.
On & Two bedroom. 573 East Reed St.
NEW-C.1-.AtENWO011 --HOTEL
Rates from $3.50 per night. $16.50 per
week. Community kitr.hen & dining area.
Color T.V. in lobby. Free hair dryer.
Electrir blankets. All outside rooms with
radio. Ground floor rooms. 189 S. 3rd
St. 291 9929,
HI HOUSE CONTRACT- - for Yen.
293 9599.
NEED ! GIRI ROOMIE! New Un4i-t
.
’ mo. 294 19//
%.
MAI I- ROOMMATE - 2 bd. rm. apt..
11th, No. 4. $33.75 my., plus
u 286 3Lera

[1 Announcements

This Year’s
Campus Favorite

PERSONALS 17/

"THE MECCA" - Men’s Approved NEED RIDERS to sl.uie e.ocer,es to

CHECK A
CLASSIFICATION:

The Rec 131B class presents a
men’s and women’s singles table
tennis tournament Wednesday, 7-9
pm.. in the Women’s Gym.
Registration forms are available
today In front of the Spartan
Bookstore, 11 a.m.-1 p.m., and
should be turned in at PER111 by
3 p.m. Friday, according to Beverly
May, publicity chairman.
Trophies will be presented to the
first and second place winners in
both the men’s and women’s divisions.
Registration and entry are free,
but limited to ASB card holders.

LOST: Correlation of the Arts notebook
in Industrial Arts bldg. 293-9023.

HOUSING 1S)

announce anything,
just fill out and clip
this handy order
blank.

Ping-Pong Action
Starts Next Week

SERVICES (8)

SALESMAN

To buy, sell, rent, or

"An Institute on China Today"
is planned Saturday. Dec. 12, in
Wheeler Auditorium at the University of California, Berkeley. A
chartered bus will carry interested SJS students to the auditorium.
Featured speakers include the
Hon. Clare Boothe Luce, former
ambassador to Italy; Iknry Luce,
editorial chairman of Time, Inc.;
Felix Greene, author anti recent
Ositor to Communist China and
the Soviet Union; Dr. Robert A.
Scalapino, chairman of the political science department at the
University of California, Berkeley;
and others.
Students interested in attending th all-day session and riding
the bus should contact Stephen
Thomas, 292-0377 or Gene Lokey,
293-95/42. Admission to the institute is $1 per student and the
cost of the bus will be about $2.50
per person.
The institute is sponsored by

LOST AND FOUND Cet

HELP WANTED 14

ELDEPLY LADY

’China Institute’ Scheduled
For California Campus

AND ALSO

145 So. 2nd St.
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